"But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord." 2 Cor 3:18
Behold God’s Glory

Questions:
1. Why do you fall to sexual sin? What deeper root are you medicating with sexual vice?
2. Can you sense when you are turning away from God or do you not realize it until you are in a “dark spot”?

Consider:
1. When you turn away from God, do your lusts surge on your senses? How does this make turning back to God increasingly difficult?
2. How is turning to God an act of faith?
3. What do you do to help you turn back to God?
4. Consider one of your deeper root struggles that you medicate with sexual vice. What is it? How does God satisfy this deeper root?

Challenge:
1. Take proactive action towards the deeper root struggle you identified above.
2. Pray that you sense the Holy Spirit’s dissonance earlier in the sin cycle.

For our next meeting:
1. In what ways did you take action towards the deeper root struggle?
2. Did you sense earlier in the cycle the moment your affections were turning away from God? What did this look like?